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During the 19th and early 20th century, public health and genetics shared common ground through similar approaches to health promotion in the population. By the mid-20th century there was a division between public health and genetics, with eugenicists estranged and clinical genetics focused on single gene disorders, usually only relevant to small numbers of people. Now through a common interest in the aetiology of complex diseases such as heart disease and cancer, there is a need for people working in public health and genetics to collaborate. This is not a comfortable convergence for many, particularly those in public health. Nine main concerns are reviewed: fear of eugenics; genetic reductionism; predictive power of genes; non-modifiable risk factors; rights of individuals compared with populations; resource allocation; commercial imperative; discrimination; and understanding and education. This paper aims to contribute to the thinking and discussion about an evolutionary, multidisciplinary approach to understanding, preventing, and treating complex diseases.

Genetics has been heralded by some as the new “revolution” in health care, suggesting a rapid, fundamental change to, or overthrow of, existing health paradigms. However, the reality is that an evolution is more likely—a progression whereby advances in genetics are integrated into medicine and public health, in a considered and gradual way, accompanied by the necessary social and ethical debate. In particular, the convergence of public health and genetics holds the possibility of improved understanding of the aetiology, prevention, and management of complex diseases such as diabetes, dementia, heart disease, and cancer.

There has been a historical association between public health and genetics, beginning in the 19th century, when public health and the eugenics movement shared common ground in values and ideas, programmes, and personnel. Eugenicists were attempting to promote the health of the population, “negatively” by removing the “unfit” through education, segregation, persuasion, forced or voluntary sterilisation, or euthanasia, and “positively” by encouraging the “most fit” to have large families. In 1939, high profile geneticists were promoting improvement of the genetic constitution of the population through voluntary eugenics, facilitated by changing social conditions and human attitudes. Simultaneously, public health was focused on preventing disease primarily through the control of infection and malnutrition. Paradoxically, it seemed there was an unspoken collaboration in place whereby public health could continue to prevent the deaths of the unfit for as long as eugenics prevented the unfit from passing on their defects, thus counteracting “degeneration” of the population.

This connection is unpalatable to public health practitioners today. However, it was not until the 1940s that many people, including those involved with public health, withdrew their support for eugenics, as the ethics behind these practices were increasingly questioned. By the 1950s, human genetics had disentangled itself from eugenics and the practice of non-directive genetic counselling was introduced. The science of human genetics was focused on micro-level health influences, and clinical genetics on rare, single gene disorders, providing diagnosis, risk estimation, reproductive options, and some newborn screening. Meanwhile, public health was dealing with macro-level social, environmental, and behavioural health influences and, apart from newborn screening activities, there seemed little need or opportunity for dialogue between the two disciplines.

This divergence was maintained throughout the second half of the 20th century with public health shifting focus from infectious diseases to complex, chronic diseases and geneticists concentrated on mapping the human genome. Now, genetic information relevant to common, complex diseases is being discovered, providing opportunities for convergence of the two disciplines. Such opportunities have, however, been met with some scepticism. One reason is the over-optimistic claims made by some scientists about the potential impact of new genetic knowledge on the understanding of, and ability to intervene in, the disease process. The hype around genetic research that has arisen from the Human Genome Project ("genohype") does nothing to dispel the scepticism of the public health community. However, effective presentation of well researched science and expression of realistic views should facilitate a more comfortable convergence in time.

The aim of this paper is to identify and describe some of the major barriers to effective convergence and in doing so, ascribe to an evolutionary, not revolutionary, approach to prevention and management of complex diseases from a multidisciplinary perspective.

(1) FEAR OF EUGENICS

Fear exists that a subtle form of “back door” eugenics may result from use of genetic
information at a population level. This fear is fed by fictitious examples of selective breeding that abound in fiction and cinema (for example, the film “Gattaca”). Selective breeding on the basis of one’s genealogy, appearance, and health are not new, but it is the perceived power of genetic information that creates additional fear.

The demarcation between the eugenicists of yesteryear and those involved in human genetics today has been described as a rhetorical ploy, with too little attention paid to social circumstances in which people now make choices and rationalisations of these for society. Genetic testing, especially prenatal testing, is usually promoted as being voluntary and with informed choice. However, individual choice may be constrained by the service availability, incomplete information, and professional attitudes, so as to be tantamount to a eugenic policy. Although not directly addressing this choice issue, there are safeguards in place, both regulatory and non-regulatory, that monitor and raise awareness of potential uses and abuses of genetic information. Examples include ethics committees, disability movements, action groups, the powerful media, and loud critical commentators.

Of course, the main objective for using genetic information in public health today is not to enhance, change, or remove one’s genes, but to promote their optimal expression. The possibility of a new eugenic era cannot be ruled out, and neither can changes in social values and economic influences. Therefore concern about eugenic activities should be taken seriously and the scientific community is responsible for engaging the public in informed debate around this issue.

(2) THE PREDICTIVE POWER OF GENES

“Genetic determinism” is a belief that genes are the sole determinants of traits or diseases. There is a tendency to see genetic information as explaining too much without attention to the complex interrelations between genetic and environmental factors. To many, this idea is obviously erroneous, but understandable given the way genetic discoveries are often reported in the media where deterministic views are implied or stated overtly. To those not familiar with the field, it is then difficult to determine the significance of the research. The value of studies that attempt to identify associations between genetic variation and particular outcomes (genetic association studies) is currently under debate, as it is difficult to determine the extent of publication bias, and whether observed associations represent causal relations or are just statistical artefacts. There are ongoing efforts to improve study design and guidelines for synthesising and interpreting evidence from genetic association studies, all potentially benefiting from the input of epidemiologists.

Social and philosophical analyses of genetic determinism can be found elsewhere. More pertinent here is the scientific basis for the predictive power of genetic information. Contrary to beliefs of genetic determinists, most gene variants associated with complex diseases (in contrast with the rare, highly penetrant mutations that cause some cancers and conditions like Huntington disease) do not, and will not, have much predictive power on their own. However new technologies such as that associated with microarrays, which use DNA or protein “chips”, can test simultaneously for a large number of genetic variants, each conferring some susceptibility to disease, or can measure presence and levels of biomarkers coded for by genes. By combining this genetic and/or biomarker information with behavioural and environmental risk factor information, predictive power will be increased. However, not all genetic variants found to be associated with disease will be clinically useful. Genetic tests should be introduced only when the predictive power is established within particular populations, and with knowledge of the “number needed to screen” (analogous to the “number needed to treat” concept) to prevent one case of disease. Cost-benefit analyses and rigorous evaluation of genetic screening programmes is essential.

(3) GENETIC REDUCTIONISM

Some public health professionals are concerned that, at a time when there are moves to address inequalities in socioeconomic and political factors affecting health, identification of genetic risk might move us back towards the “single cause for single disease” paradigm (analogous to the “germ theory” of the 19th-20th century). A reductionist approach can be useful for identifying genetic associations with disease and elucidating aetiological pathways in a research setting, but does not reflect the way genes operate in complex biological systems.

The term “individualistic fallacy” has been used to describe the situation where the major population determinants of health are ignored and the focus is on individual level variables—a criticism of genetic as well as other individual risk factor epidemiology. The challenge that has been presented to epidemiologists is to embrace multiple levels of risk, from the molecular to the population and societal level and new statistical techniques are being designed to integrate these levels of risk.

(4) NON-MODIFIABLE RISK FACTORS

Public health evolved on the premise that genes could not be modified, effectively disqualifying them as targets for intervention. However, for complex diseases, genetic information may be used either pre-symptomatically or after disease onset, for targeted interventions including diet, medication, and lifestyle modifications. Genetic information may motivate people to improve their health behaviour, or, at the other extreme, it may lead to a fatalistic view of genetic risk with people shunning preventive behaviours or treatments. As yet, evidence is lacking to support or refute either of these outcomes. The use of genetic information to improve risk identification may emphasise the high risk approach to public health. Debates about the future of epidemiology and public health often depict “high risk” and “population” approaches to prevention as adversarial. Alternatively, they could be considered complementary, each approach having its merits in different circumstances.

Presently there are few DNA based tests available for people at risk of complex conditions such as coronary heart disease. However, there is the possibility of genomically based, tailor made diets for disease prevention and management with plasma lipid response to dietary intervention modified by variants of genes such as ApoE.

Key point

This paper aims to provide a review of the current concerns about public health genetics and demonstrate that this evolving field can contribute substantially to the health and wellbeing of the global community.

Policy implications

This paper could indirectly impact on policy by providing an overview of important issues. It may be especially useful for those with a public health background who may be involved in making policy decisions about new genetic screening programmes or other human genetic services.
Genetic information is often used to identify effective drugs in cancer patients. Pharmacogenetics offers further potential for tertiary prevention, through use of a person’s genetic profile to prevent adverse or non-reactions to prescribed drugs, as well as determine appropriate doses or combinations of drugs. Although personalised tailoring of medication holds promise, widespread application of pharmacogenomic profiling may be years away. Moreover, there are questions about economic implications, consent, privacy, “orphan diseases”, racial stereotyping, and more. The Nuffield Council on Bioethics in the UK has produced a report that summarises the ethical issues and promotes discussion for the development of future policy and practice (http://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/pharmacogenetics). Some say that within a decade pharmacogenetic testing will be having a considerable effect on health care, bearing in mind the same was said of gene therapy more than two decades ago.

Genetic information can help elucidate the causal role of modifiable environmental risk factors through Mendelian randomisation. Mendel’s law of random assortment of genetic material means that study groups defined by genetic make up will not have systematic differences in confounders (both measured and unmeasured), thus mimicking a randomised trial. In genetic association studies, which utilise such groups, any association identified between a genetic variation known to affect the level of a hypothesised environment risk factor and the disease should not be attributable to confounding, and provides support for a truly causal relation between the risk factor and disease. Although there are limitations to this approach, many see the potential for using genetic association studies in this way.

(5) INDIVIDUALS OR POPULATIONS?
Clinical genetics has traditionally emphasised personal choice and decision making for individuals within a family context and often for rare conditions. Now, both genetic scientists and clinicians face ethical and social questions with ramifications for the broader population. Families with rare genetic conditions will always need specialised services but geneticists will also be increasingly involved in community based genetic screening programmes. On the other hand, public health, which seeks to improve the health of populations, has had to recognise the importance of the individual. Since the institution of the Nuremberg Code in 1949 and the need for voluntary consent in research, along with more general societal changes in the developed world (for example, Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948), there has been a move towards the primenise of individual rights and freedoms. One consequence is that issues of privacy can take precedence over the public good. In the USA, privacy is given to personal autonomy in handling of risk information, ahead of promoting societal change that may face powerful opposing interests. Privacy issues extend to use of medical record information now protected by the enactment of new laws. These changes offer challenges to public health practitioners and epidemiologists to encompass the individual view while maintaining efforts to promote the health of populations through a collective approach. This may be facilitated via informed consent and also the provision to opt out of public health programmes, such as that now in place for newborn screening.

(6) RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Commentators have highlighted feelings about the imbalance in distribution of public resources in health care. A major area of concern is the prioritisation of competitive research funding in favour of genetics. Figures are not readily available to determine the extent of this problem, but one example of large investment in genetic research is “Biobank” in the UK. Forty five million pounds have been allocated by the Medical Research Council, the Wellcome Trust, and the Department of Health to gather genetic and epidemiological data on 500 000 people to explore the role of genes, environment, and lifestyle in health. Despite the large investment, Wellcome have stated that “it (Biobank) won’t affect funding for other projects at Wellcome”. Differing opinions exist as to its validity, peer review process, tendering, costs, ethics, and data security. Some concerns may be allayed by the “Ethics and Governance Framework”, a discussion document to be reviewed by the Board of Directors of Biobank (see http://www.biobank.ac.uk).

Another area of concern is the predicted investment in health services required for new genetic technologies and tests. State health departments in the US have recognised the need to realign their activities to meet future developments in genetics with funding stated as the greatest concern. The UK has produced the white paper where priorities are given to the application of genetics within the National Health Service. Genetics laboratories, improving awareness of the usefulness of genetics for families with inherited cancers and heart disease, pharmacogenetic developments, and genetic therapy have all been targeted for funding. The recognition of the need to have a strategic financial plan for genetic services is considered by some as a “milestone in the development of national policy” in the UK.

Issues of resource allocation are undoubtedly more serious in developing countries because of scientific and technical problems related to introducing genetic technologies in countries with limited resources, as well as substantial social and environmental problems. Efforts are being made to reduce the “genomics divide” that is growing between countries who are using genetic knowledge and those who cannot. A symposium on community genetics in developing countries was held in India in 2002. An estimated half million babies are born each year in India with a birth defect, and birth defects have overtaken infection as a cause of perinatal mortality. Therefore, government support of existing, integrated local and district health centres and practitioners has been strongly advocated. The symposium discussed the establishment of community controlled prenatal and newborn screening programmes, hand in hand with education and awareness campaigns.

Other major health problems in developing countries may benefit from advances in genetics. If the newly described gene sequences of mosquitoes could be genetically changed to block the cycle of the parasite transmission, the incidence of malaria infection could be reduced. There is also possibility of developing DNA based vaccines for AIDS, and an oral vaccine for hepatitis B. To seriously impact on health in developing countries through genomics, a global approach with “innovative financing mechanisms” is required.

(7) COMMERCIAL IMPERATIVE
Commercial opportunities exist for pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries in response to growing market pressure on development and use of genetic tests, medicines, and information. Commercial laboratories may bypass recommended pre-test genetic counselling when offering “over the counter” genetic testing. The Human Genetics Commission (HGC) in the UK (http://www.hgc.gov.uk/genesdirect/) does not discount this method of provision of genetic information in some situations if correct measures are in place to prevent misuse of genetic information, and there is adequate funding within the NHS to permit equal access. They provide recommendations for marketing high quality
tests and a framework for regulation of strict professional standards.

There are over 100 web sites worldwide offering genetic testing for a variety of purposes, for example, parentage, identity, forensic, immigration, health related genetic tests, and DNA banking.106 Significantly, 12 commercial organisations have been identified that offer adult genetic susceptibility testing.107 Any promotion of this type of testing will have ramifications for the public purse because of the increased need for follow up health services. It may also exacerbate inequalities in access and there are concerns about privacy, safety, and quality. The above HGC report recommends the establishment of a web site, developed through international collaboration, that acts as a “trusted source” of information, effectively setting up appropriate controls. Whether this is a realistic option, or whether strong legislative measures are required, remains to be seen.

Patents for gene sequences that provide genetic diagnostic or risk information have been granted. Some patents, such as that related to the kit diagnosing cystic fibrosis, are well accepted and widely used with royalties being paid. However, considerable concern has been raised about others,108 because of the way rights to the patents are exercised and enforced, and the associated costs. It is unclear how often patents for gene sequences related to susceptibility genes for complex conditions will be granted and then enforced, but they potentially have much greater public health implications. This topic is beyond the scope of this paper, but is high on the agenda of many lawyers,109 110 geneticists, and other concerned individuals110 and groups (for example, http://www.nuffieldbioethics.org).

(8) DISCRIMINATION

Genetically susceptible population subgroups may be identified, marginalised, or discriminated against in various ways—the creation of a “genetic underclass”111 112 Family relationships, insurance (life, travel, and health), employment, finance, adoption, migration, forensic, and legal settings (paternity testing) are all examples of where genetic discrimination may occur. There is also concern that pharmacogenetics could lead to a form of population genetic discrimination whereby drug companies concentrate on producing drugs for those who carry gene variants common in western industrialised societies. Those elsewhere with rarer or “orphan” alleles may be ignored. In reality there have not been widespread cases of genetic discrimination yet,113 but possibilities do exist.114

In the UK there is a voluntary agreement that only genetic tests thought to be sufficiently predictive by the Genetics and Insurance Committee of the Department of Health, will be used for life and critical illness insurance. Currently, this applies to Huntington disease, with familial breast/ovarian cancer and familial Alzheimer disease under consideration. The UK HGC has considered the issue of discrimination through misuse of genetic information in non-clinical settings. They state that there must be ample opportunity for discussion on the use of genetic information and related issues (such as use of family history information) before the existing moratorium is lifted.115 116

The Australian Law Reform Commission discussion paper on protection of human genetic information117 makes recommendations for changes to the anti-discrimination laws and development of disability discrimination standards that deal with the collection and use of genetic information, particularly by employers. This is different from the UK where legislation separate from the disability laws is recommended. In the US, health insurance and employment have been the focus of most attention. After many years of negotiation, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2003 was passed by the US Senate and it now remains to be seen if it will be passed by the House of Representatives. “This bill would prevent health insurers and employers from using genetic information to determine eligibility, set premiums, or hire and fire people” (http://www.genome.gov/11510227).

(9) UNDERSTANDING AND EDUCATION

The complexity of genetics dictates the need for specialised languages and bodies of information.118 Genetic literacy assumes that the average person can evaluate the credibility of information that has implications for personal and public health,119 but most do not have this skill. The “lay understanding of genetics” has been explored by social scientists,120 121 showing the need for attention to be paid to this area across all age groups. Public education campaigns and responsible journalism will contribute to better understanding and provide perspective to the messages about advances in genetics.122

Multi-disciplinary education programmes for health professionals are needed on the scientific, ethical, legal, and social issues related to public health genetics, as are programmes on bioinformatics and statistical genetics, cultural anthropology and health behaviour.123 Graduate courses have been established in the USA,124 and in the UK organisations such as the Cambridge Public Health and Genetics Unit (PHGU) have been involved in providing courses. A report released by the PHGU has made recommendations for how genetics education of all NHS health professionals might be advanced (http://www.phgu.org.uk/about_phgu/education.html).

CONVERGENCE OF THE TWO DISCIPLINES

The evolution of public health genetics has already begun as shown by the plethora of peer reviewed papers from both the public health and genetics communities, as well as many public consultation documents. The literature consists not only of basic research, but many authors are grappling with issues ranging from the methodological to the health applications of genetic research. The broad range of views expressed and topics covered are indicative of the energy and life of this new field. Khoury125 describes a continuum from “genetic disease” to “genetic information” in health and we are presently partway along the path. A greater use of family history information to stratify individuals into average, moderate, and high risk for common diseases has been proposed, to guide prevention strategies. Already those identified as high risk based on family history are benefiting from predictive testing for single gene disorders (for example, some cancers), with those at moderate risk next in line. In time, testing might be broadened to those at average risk of common complex disorders.

In outlining these nine issues critical to genetics and public health and reporting current initiatives and relevant research addressing these concerns, the need for an evolutionary, adaptive approach becomes apparent. There cannot be a revolution, it being essential that there is continued debate, public engagement, common sense, and academic development, all underpinned by ethical analysis, some legislative regulation, and policy development. This takes time, but will clarify uncertainties, and most importantly affirm that research and development in genetics need not diminish the importance of social and environmental determinants of health, and can in fact render the interventions more effective than before.
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